NOTES:
1. ELECTRICAL TEST: 100% OPEN, SHORT & MIS WIRE TEST.
2. CONTACT RESISTANCE: 2 ohm.
3. INSULATOR RESISTANCE: 10 ohm.
4. HIGH VOLTAGE: DC 300V 0.01sec.
5. MUST BE ROHS COMPLIANT.

PIN WIRING

CABLE: L24/64 28AWG(70.12TC)*1P+28AWG(70.12TC)*2C+4/32/0.1OCCS JACKET PVC 60P BLACK OD: 4.040.1MM L=150MM

RoHS COMPLIANT
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TITLE: MICRO USB B/M TO USB B/F带耳朵
SUPPLIER'S ITEM: 9.00ACCA2516.000R
CUSTOMER: SPARK FUN
CUSTOMER'S ITEM:
DRAWING NO. ACCA-2516 DATE: 2019.07.09